A Very Brief History of Computers/Computing
1478
da Vinci designs/builds first analog computer?
1822 - 1871
Babbage: 1822 Difference Engine; next the Analytical Engine could be programmed and included:
sequential control, conditionals, branching, loops...
1936
Turing describes a very simple concept that can simulate the logic of any computer that can be constructed, which
forms a basis for computability,
known as the Turing Machine
1946
ENIAC I designed and built by John Mauchly and J Presper Eckert; contained 17,468 vacuum tubes...
1947
Bardeen, Brattain, Shockley demonstrate first transistor
1948
Von Neumann suggests that switches be added to ENAIC to support code selection
1951
Mauchly and Eckert introduce first commercially available computer, UNIVAC
1954
First high-level programming language FORTRAN introduced by Backus and IBM
1958
The Integrated Circuit is invented by Jack Kilby of TI, and Robert Noyce at Fairchild
1964
Douglas Engelbart developed concept of the computer mouse and windows
1965
Moore's Law first expressed; Intel co-founder states:
The complexity for minimum component costs has increased at a rate of roughly a factor of two per year ...
Certainly over the short term this rate can be expected to continue, if not to increase. Over the longer term, the rate of
increase is a bit more uncertain, although there is no reason to believe it will not remain nearly constant for at least 10
years. That means by 1975 the number of components per integrated circuit for minimum cost will be 65,000. I believe
that such a large circuit can be built on a single wafer.

Taken from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transistor_count
1969
ARPAnet; network from UCLA to Sanford University
1970
Intel 1103 computer memory
1971
Intel 4004 -- the first microprocessor
1973
Ethernet
Xerox Alto -- first computer to use the desktop metaphor and Graphical User Interface (GUI)
1974 1975
Altair & others -- pseudo first consumer computers
1976 1977
Apple I, TRS-80, and Commodore Pet computers
1978
Visicalc
1979
WordStar
1981
IBM PC; MS-Dos operating system
1983
Apple Computer introduces the Lisa
1984
Apple Computer introduces the Macintosh
1985
Microsoft introduces Microsoft Windows
1994
Yahoo established
1996
Google established
2001
Portable Electronics are taking off...

2010
~ 3 Billion “equivalent” transistors on a single chip.

Also taken from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transistor_count

